
 
 
 
 
 
 

Extraction 
 

The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline:  

1. A – Assess the situation 
2. S – Signal and Set Safety 
3. S – Stabilize the situation 
4. E – Extract the victim/s 
5. R – Render First Aid 
6. T – Transport the victim to definitive care 

The extraction phase is what most people think of as the rescue step.  Although many rescues combine 
stabilization with recovery, there is still benefits in considering them as potentially independent steps.  
Stabilization in many cases buys times and opens more possibilities for a full rescue – some of which may 
greatly reduce risk.  Full recovery is when we have safely landed the victim on shore and recovered all of 
the gear. 

The extraction step is often the riskiest phase of a rescue, especially in unstable heads down incidents.  
All prior steps such as assessment, communications (signals), setting safety, and stabilization work 
together to reduce risk in this step.  This article will concentrate on: 

• Establishing a solid foundation 
• Urgency determination 
• Training & practice 
• Rescue techniques 

Establish a Solid Foundation 
Up till now, we have been laying the groundwork for a full recovery – people and gear.  In the assessment 
step, we have: 

• Surveyed the accident site looking for potential risks 
• Evaluated all assets, people and equipment 
• Evaluated victim for stability 
• Established several methods for a potential rescue 

A common communications approach has been established either during the put in talk (ideal) and 
customized for this specific incident.  If additional help is needed, our requirements and how to convey 
those requirements have been rehearsed. 

We have boxed the accident site to protect others and pre-position assets where they can do the most 
good.  Safety has been implemented like upstream and downstream protection. 

Options for stabilizing the situation have been implemented like tag lines, safe waypoints, hands-on 
rescuers, etc. 

https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/TRR-Event-Cards.pdf


Assuming the scene is stabilized, this is a great time to perform one last re-assessment before tacking the 
final rescue.  

Urgency Determination 
Time is often a huge factor in rescues and may dictate your actions.  An accident scene can be unstable in 
a wide variety of ways: 

• Heads Down Entrapment – Time is very limited as getting air into the victim is crucial – every 
minute without air reduces CPR success by 10%.    

• Victim Entrapment and boat is unstable – If we can quickly stabilize the boat, victim risk is 
greatly reduced.  Some examples of this are falling into a sieve and many boat pins. 

• Long Swims – Getting someone stabilized fast is crucial to avoid flush drowning.   
• Panicked Victim – When someone is afraid of dying, they often will take matters into their own 

hands which greatly increases risk for all concerned.  The ability to communicate with the victim 
is a huge critical success factor. 

• Stable situation but a severe hazard below – A great example was the recovery in Mexico 
above a 60’ waterfall.    

• Many boat/raft pins – Water levels can change and the pinned boat can be a hazard to other 
paddlers. 

When the situation is unstable, the typical RETHROG priority order is often impacted.  Many of these 
scenarios benefit greatly from hands-on rescues which generally increase the risk to the rescuers. 

TTRETHROG 
RETHROG is an acronym to help rescuers prioritize rescue approaches based on their safety: 

• RE - Reach 

 
• TH - Throw 

 
• RO – Row (or Paddle) 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2600120/
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Flush-Drowning.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs_Mo05dxv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs_Mo05dxv8
http://www.dcrescue.com/9-safety-rescue/498-principles-of-rescue


• G - GO 

 
 

It’s easy to see why this approach works.  When you hold out a paddle or stick to a victim, it’s easy to let 
go if necessary.  We spend a lot of time perfecting our throwing skills which are used in many rescues.  
There is lots of separation between the victim and the rescuer.  Also, the bag is often (but not always) 
thrown from the safety of being on shore.  Paddlers are very comfortable in their craft so paddling to the 
victim has numerous advantages, but risk increases as you are venturing into harm’s way.  Swimming and 
wading to a victim entail the most risk for a rescuer but is often necessary.   

This version of the acronym adds TT before RETHROG: 

• T – Think 
• T – Talk 

In reality, Think is your Assessment step.  Talk is an approach many forget.  When rescuing swimmers, 
you can often provide guidance verbally.  An example is encouraging a swimmer to approach you when 
throwing a rope.  Both have no risk for the rescuer but greatly simplify rescues. 

Training & Practice 
TRR and many paddling clubs run SWR Classes throughout the year.  In addition, many incorporate 
various rescue drills on their paddling trips.  It’s advisable to attend a SWR Class every two years and 
practice those skills (especially throw rope skills) periodically.  Throwing skills (like your whitewater 
roll) degrade without practice.  Another type of training is Wilderness First Aid (WFA) and CPR/AED 
which should be refreshed every two years.   

SWR Classes can be either the full weekend class (ACA Level 4), a simple one day class (ACA Level 3), 
or a one day refresher (ACA Level 4).  If you haven’t take this class before, I highly recommend taking 
the full two day class as there is a ton of information to absorb.  Both the weekend and refresher classes 
can concentrate on lots of hands on exercises and hopefully scenarios.   

A side benefit of many rescue classes are tips on avoiding accidents as well as improving your paddling 
skills.  Swimming in rapids is a great way to gain a better understanding on how currents impact you.  In 
addition, some rescues may involve paddling in tricky spots which are generally avoided.   

Rescue Priorities 
When deciding whether to perform a rescue, it’s critical to stay within your own personal risk tolerance.  
The following summary of rescue priorities should help to provide some guidance. 

1. Yourself! – The safety of each rescuer always has the highest priority.  If a rescuer becomes 
injured, additional resources are needed to deal with them and there are less resources to deal 
with the original rescue.  Always use sound personal judgment. 

2. Your Fellow Rescuers/Paddling Party – This is similar to your safety is number 1.  Let’s 
assume you are leading some novices and another party needs a rescue.  It’s wise to get the 
novices to shore quickly as they wouldn’t be able to assist much in the rescue (except perhaps 
upstream and downstream safety in a pool). 

https://www.nrs.com/learn/that-time-mike-almost-drowned
https://www.nrs.com/learn/toss-rescue-throw-bag
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Suitable-First-Aid-updated.pdf
https://www.redcross.org/take-a-class/aed/aed-training/aed-certification
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.americancanoe.org/resource/resmgr/sei-courses/l4_swr_skills.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.americancanoe.org/resource/resmgr/sei-courses/l3_rsr_skills.pdf
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Accident-Avoidance.pdf
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Swimming-in-Rapids.pdf


3. Other Parties/Bystanders – It is the Upstream Safety role to keep your accident site clear of any 
intrusions.  Ropes across the river can be significant hazards to unsuspecting paddlers.   

4. The Victim – We can now concentrate on the victim. 
5. Gear – Gear can be replaced, people can’t.   

Various Rescue Techniques 
This is just a sampling of various rescue techniques.  A full SWR Class is highly recommended with lots 
of hands-on exercises.  We covered simple rescue techniques with RETHROG already.  Experienced 
paddlers have certain advantages over traditional fire fighters.  Fire Company rescue squads are the heavy 
artillery with a very solid ICS approach.  They are usually very well trained but often lack frequent 
practice in moving water.  Whitewater paddlers are the opposite, we run light and are exceptionally 
comfortable in moving water, especially in our boats.  Those with prior rescue training are also 
comfortable moving about via wading and swimming.  The traditional RETHROG approach works well 
for fire fighter rescue squads.  Fire fighters typically arrive very late to the scene as we often paddle in 
remote locations.   

Our strengths in moving water enable us to perform hands on rescues, actually reach the victim at the 
accident site.  This capability opens an enormous number of options: 

• Immediate feedback with the victim – stress reduction 
• Hands-on makes it much easier to diagnose the hang up and take immediate actions 
• We can prop the person up buying valuable time 
• We can manually stabilize the boat 
• Rigging is far easier at the accident site 
• Injuries may be treated on site  as opposed to transporting to shore 

Here are some common rescue scenarios and choices: 

• Capsize: 
o Hand of God (HOG) 
o Modified HOG to assist a weak roll 
o T & X Rescues 
o Scoop Rescues in deep water for disabled paddlers 

• Long Swim: 
o Throw Rope Rescue 
o Boat based rescues like towing 
o Swim guidance 
o Tethered Rescues (AKA Dope on a Rope) 
o Non-Tethered Rescues 
o Hail Mary Swim (very risky) 

• Entrapments/Pins: 
o Hands On stabilize & recover 
o Stabilization Lines 
o Cinch Rescues 
o Mechanical Advantage Systems 
o Snag Lines (the idea sounds great but is much more difficult in practice) 
o Various Rescue Vest lowers 
o Platform Rescues via a Telfer Rig (slow to set up) 
o Cut the water flow (possibility for a dam release) 
o Cut the snag with a folding saw 

Conclusion 

https://www.nationalservice.gov/sites/default/files/olc/moodle/ds_online_orientation/viewf265.html?id=3139&chapterid=908
https://paddling.com/learn/the-hand-of-god-rescue/
https://www.rei.com/learn/expert-advice/kayak-t-rescue.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdne58uCtrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wE5y_DW2h04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSjmMB4QFkc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOH19kjb4Xc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAtAFYkjVmw&list=PLlS4L8usjHaVFkXflhSygHbVNBf9yCCaL&index=1725
https://www.nrs.com/learn/rescue-for-river-runners-live-bait-rescue
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvdb7hdpzN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qvdb7hdpzN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HyeB2oIY5Yc
https://www.nrs.com/learn/river-runners-foot-entrapment-strategies
http://www.dcrescue.com/58-stabilization-training-material/255-cinch-lines
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5PiPR_-DnE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTJcfXQuhfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8VfFzHhM6A
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.americancanoe.org/resource/resmgr/sei-educational_resources/Safety_Rescue_Terminology_04.pdf
https://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Accident/detail/accidentid/994
https://www.basspro.com/shop/en/gerber-exchange-a-blade-sport-saw?hvarAID=shopping_googleproductextensions&ds_e=GOOGLE&ds_c=Shop%7CGeneric%7CAllProducts%7CHigh%7CSSCCatchAll&gclid=CjwKCAiAxKv_BRBdEiwAyd40N0BK1iEKkrzhimour3GTexQ002Jb4FrkS37v-i5sPeZevC3i_pkRsxoCc4kQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds


Before attempting any extraction, lay a solid foundation consisting of: 

• Assessment 
• Communications 
• Setting Safety 

Always look for opportunities to stabilize the situation first, this buys time our most critical commodity.  
Never forget your personal safety as well as your crew.  Pay close attention to rescue priorities, do not 
take unnecessary risks for someone’s gear – gear can be replaced.  Take both SWR and WFA training and 
practice those skills periodically.   

There are many rescue techniques and some excellent gear available these days.  Get in the habit of 
performing a quick float plan prior to each trip to avoid accidents.  Prior to setting shuttles, review group 
gear to ensure you have what you need should a rescue become necessary like adequate throw ropes, a pin 
kit, a break down paddle, and of course an adequate first aid kit.   

With the right gear, training, and practice – you can handle most rescues you will encounter.  With the 
right planning, you can avoid the need to perform rescues in the first place. 

https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Whitewater-Float-Plan-Template.pdf
https://www.teamriverrunner.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Customize-Your-FAK.pdf
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